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Let U,, CJ2,. , be a sequence of independent random variables, uniformly distributed on the 
unit interval, and let a,,, n z 1, be an integer sequence for which 1 G a,, s n. For n 2 1, define d,, 
to be the largest of the a,, + 1 spacings induced by the observations U,,_+ , , U,,- <,,,+2 7 3 us,. 
In this paper we consider the almost sure limiting behavior of the process d,,, n 3 1. 
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1. Introduction and statement of results 
Let U,, U,, . . . , be a sequence of independent random variables, uniformly dis- 
tributed on the unit interval, and let a,, n > 1, be an integer sequence for which 
1 G a,, < n. For n 2 1, define A,, to be the largest of the a, + 1 spacings induced by 
the observations 
u,- a,,+, u-n,,+2,. . . > un. 
That is, let 
(1.1) 
A,,= max {u-u: U,E(u,u) for n-a,<isn}. 
o-,,-.cs, 
The variable A, may be of interest in quality control experiments where independent 
observations Y,, Y2,. . . , arise from a continuous distribution F. If the process 
producing the Y;‘s is undisturbed, then 
A n,F = max {u-u: F(Y,)E(u,u) for n-a,<isn} “- II- u- I 
and A, are identically distributed. If an interruption occurs (Y, - G f F, i 2 n,), 
then the F( Y,)‘s are no longer uniform, and A,,, is more erratic than A,,. 
For nal, we have l/(u,+l)~A, s 1 with equality on the left corresponding to 
perfect even spacing of the observations in (1.1). When A,, + 0 these observations 
“fill out” (become “dense” in) the unit interval. When this does not occur, two 
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questions of interest are: (1) “How big can A,, be?” and (2) “How small can A,, 
be, relative to l/(a,, + I)?” 
The variable A,, is distributed as A z, the maximal spacing induced by the first a, 
observations U,, . . , U,,,,. The results contained in Devroye (1981, Section 2) apply, 
so that by Lemma 2.1 of that paper, 
A, g A: z e(a,+l)/g(a,,+l), ~131, 
where e(n) is the largest of n independent exponential (1) r.v.‘s, and g(n) is their 
sum. If a,, + co, then the distributional result 
P{a,A,,~loga,,+x}=P{a,A~~loga,,+x}~exp(-exp(-x)), x real, 
and the weak convergence result 
u,A,,/log a, 2 u,A:/log a,, :l 
follow from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 of Devroye (1981). 
Almost sure behavior. For j 2 1 and x > 0 let log, x denote the positive part of the 
j times iterated logarithm of x. Suppose a, + ~0 in a way that j E {a,, a,, . . .}, for all 
j sufficiently large. Then, by statement (4) of Deheuvels (1982), and the corollary 
in Section 1 of Devroye (1982), 
log a,, + 2 log, a, + : log, a, + 6 log, a, 
>I 1 
a, i.0. 
1=3 
1 1 if6<0, = 0 ifS>O, for p > 3, 
and 
P{A:~(log a, -log, a,-log2-8)/u, i.o.}= 
From these same results we observe that the condition “a, + ~0” (alone) guarantees 
both A f + 0 and (a, + 1)A z + 00. The almost sure limiting behavior of A, is different. 
Theorem 1. Suppose 1s a, < n and u,/log n + /3 E [0, co] as n + 00. Then, with probu- 
bility one 
lim+sJp A, = 1 -exp(-l/p), (1.2) 
lim inf A, = l/( 1 + lim_yp a,,), 
n-m 
(1.2a) 
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and 
[I/( 1 + lim sup a,), l] if {a,,} is bounded, 
C”z ,1 - s (1.2b) 
LO, 1 -exp(-1/P)l if a,+a, 
where C” denotes the collection sf cluster points of the sequence A,. Furthermore, with 
probability one 
= 1 ifp = 0, 
lim_cf(a,, + l)A, E (1,~) if O<p<cO, (1.3) 
=oO {f/3 = cc. 
From the above statements we observe that: 
(A) the values O< j3 <a separate not only complete divergence of A, from 
convergence of A, to zero, but also near perfect spacing (infinitely often) of the 
observations in (1.1) from decidedly imperfect spacing of those observations; 
(B) the condition that guarantees A,, + 0 and (a,, + l)A,, + 00 is “p = ~0” (not 
“an + CO” as in the case of AZ); 
(C) when a,,/log n is bounded in n, the A,‘s diverge a.s., even if lim(a,/log n) 
does not exist. 
The main results of this section cover the divergent case of bounded a,,/log n. 
Throughout this paper we use [y] to denote the greatest integer in y. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that 1 s a,, < n and 0~ 6, G 1 for n Z= 1, and de$ne a,, = 
a,,(l-6,)“~‘. Zf n-a, +CO as n+m, then for any O< y<l, 
P{ A, > S,, i.o.} = 
i 
0 ifCa,<co, 
1 if CLy,,=m, and&>yfornzl. 
(1.4) 
Corollary. Suppose 1 G a, C n, a, = O(1og n) as n + co, m 2 1 and E 2 0. Then, 
P{A.,>l-exp( -(l~a.)(log~,,+,~,log,n+.elog,.Zn))i.o.}={~ :‘,E>:: 0 
The above result, applied to the sequence a,, = [/3 log n], 0 < p < 00, says that with 
probability one, 
A,>l-exp 
for infinitely many n, if and only if E = 0 (compare to (1.2)). 
Theorem 3 is a refinement of statements (1.2a) and (1.3). For x > 0 let A(x) and 
y(x) denote the respective solutions to 
log(l-y)+y=-l/x and log(l+y)-J*=-l/x, 
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and define the positive valued functions 
LX(~) = log 2 - log( 1 - (1 - exp{-2/x})“‘), 
/3(x) = -log(l -exp(-l/x)), 
h,(x) = min 
log(r-exp(-l/x)) 
h(x) = expc I,\-)- I- I log t 
) o<xsx,,, 
h,(x) =P(x)l(l -A(x)), x > x/z, 
and 
f(x)= .f,(x)=1+B(tx)loulx)ipo), 
i 
o<xsx,, 
h(x) = P(x)l(l+ Y(X)), X>X/, 
where x,, (resp. x,) denotes the point of intersection of h, and h2 (resp. f, and fi). 
Note that A (x) and y(x) + 0 as x +a, and that logx<P(x)<log(x+l) for x>O. 
We also observe the following facts concerning f and h: both functions are strictly 
increasing and continuous, 1 <.f( x) < h (x) for x > 0, both f( x) and h(x) + 1 as x + 0, 
both f(x) - log x as x+ OC, and j(x) - h(x) + 0 as x + a. Values of j(x) and h(x), 
accurate to three places, are given in Table 1. 
Table 1 
x 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 10 20 
h(r) 1.000’ 1.018 1.447 2.844 3.813 4.217 
f(s) I .ooo+ 1 .ooo+ I .OOl I .02 1 1.551 2.236 
x SO 100 1000 1oJ IO< 10” 
h ( x ) 4.823 5.328 1.226 9.341 Il.564 13.835 
.f(.r) 3.23 1 4.015 6.608 9.081 11.461 13.795 
Theorem 3. Suppose 1 c a, s n, a,, = O(log n) as n + CC and 0 < F < 1. Then, with 
probability one we have 
4, s h((a,, + 1)/k n)l(a,, + 1) (1.5) 
for ir$nitel_y many n, and 
4, cf((l - &)(a, + 1)/Q n)l(a,, + 1) 
for at mostjYnitel_y many n. 
(1.6) 
Remark. We point out that the assumption, n -a,, + ~0, is not used in the proof of 
the first half of (1.4). Also, the assumption, a, = O(log n), is not used in the proof 
of statement (1.6). Thus, these results hold with no assumptions on a,, other than 
1 G a,, S n. 
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2. Proofs 
Proof of Theorem 1. Statements (1.2) and (1.3) follow respectively from Theorems 
2 and 3 (see also the above remark). Statement (1.2a) is a consequence of (1.3). If 
p = 00 then C” = {0} almost surely by (1.2). Suppose 0~ /3 < ~0, 0 < y < 
1 - exp( -l/p), and a, + ~0. Fix an integer R > 2( 1 -Y)/y, and for n Z= 1 let G, denote 
the event where 
UP, -n,,+, E 
1 
[(j- 1)(1 -Y)lR,j(l -_v)lRl, 1 cjs R, 
(0, 1 -),I, R<jca,. 
For all n z 1, 
= c exp{(a,,/log n)(log(l -Y)) log n} = cn”“’ 
where t(n) = (an/log n) log( 1 -Y). Note that P( G,) > n-If’, for some F > 0 and all 
large n. Let nk = [k’+‘], so that CL P( G,,,) = CD. Since p <CO, the events G,, , k > k,), 
are independent for some k,,> 1, so that P(G,, i.o.) = 1. Since R and Y are arbitrary, 
and since G, is contained in the event {JJ<A, <y+ l/R}, we have C* 3 
[0, 1 -exp(-l//3)] almost surely. By (1.2), C*n(l -exp(-l/p), l] is almost surely 
empty, completing the proof of (1.2b) in this case. 
The proof in the case where {a,} is bounded is similar, and omitted. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. sf=l+(&-l)exp(l/u,,) and B,={n-u,+l,...,n}. Since 
1 (Y,, < 03, 0 < 8: s a,, for large n (n > n,,). If S,, < 1 let 4,, = [( 1 - 6:)/(6,, - sf)]; if 
6,, = 1 let I+‘I,, =0. For n > n,, define subintervals I ,,,, = [j(S,, - sf), j(S, - 8:) + 8f] 
and events E,, , , = { U, & I ,,,, for i E B,,}, 0 c j c +!I,,. Since $,, < 2u,,, we have 
C P s c (2u,, + l)( 1 - St,“*’ <cc. 
II ‘Hi, n -,I,, 
Now note that every subinterval of [0, 11, having length a,,, contains one of the 
Z,,,,‘s. This proves the first half of (1.4). 
We now prove the other half of (1.4). Define subintervals 
for n 2 1 and j = 0, . , I,!I~ = [a,, min( 1, 6,,/2( 1 - S,,))]. The choice of t,I~f guarantees 
both 4,,,,c [0, l] and 
1” 
P u,& 9,,,, z:s,, 
I 
all nzl. (2.1) 
, =o 
Define events 
E ,,,, = { U, & LJ,,,~ for i E B,,} and ‘Z,, = U gH,, 
j=O 
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Fix an integer M > 1, so that 1 (1 - 7~/2)~’ <$. For some 0~ r < M we have 
I,--, O,+,M = CC. For convenience, we assume this holds for r = 0 so that 
c Q/M =CC. (2.2) 
I -1 
Define an increasing sequence of integers n,, k 3 1, so that (i) n, E {jM: j 2 l}, and 
(ii) n -a, > nk , for n in, and k> 1. Define 
rA={n,+M,n,+2M ,..., q+,} and FL= l_. 8,. 
nit; 
We assume that for k sufficiently large 
c cy,, G$. 
,I i I ‘,~ 
(2.3) 
Otherwise there exists an infinite set G such that (2.3) fails for all k E G. We can 
then replace the 6,, sequence by a S:, sequence, with S:, 2 6,, for all n 3 1, and 
C,li,.k cu:, =i for k E G, where o:, = a,,(1 -6:,)“,s. We still have S:,Z y and 1, _, CI:,~ = 
00. Suppose O~j<,j+iG*~. If &Cl, 
P( K,, n C,,+, 1 = fY%,,)P(C,,,iI K,,) 
= P( g ,,,, )(l - 6,, - i( 1 - &)a,‘/( 1 - S,,))“~~ c P( % ,,,,) eei 
so that 
and thus 
GYb ,,sP(g,1)C22u,,. (2.4) 
The right side of (2.4) holds since 4: + 1 s 2112,. If 6, = 1 or $z = 0, then (2.4) holds 
trivially. Now, 
P(F,) 2 x,,, ( Pw-(“A*‘iYh’ P(%,,n%.,;,M)). 
,=I 
If B,, n 8, +,,v f (d and 6,, < 1 then by (2.1), 
(2.5) 
PC gm n %+,M) = PC %, t,v j Z,,)P(%,,)s P(%,I)(l -iy),\“. (2.6) 
If B,, n B,, i ,,v f Cn and 6,, = 1, then (2.6) holds trivially. If B,, n B,,,, = @ then 8,8 
and Z,,+,M are independent so that P( %,, n 8,+,,) G P( %,,)(~cI,,+,~~) by (2.4). It 
follows from (2.3), (2.5) and (2.6) that for large k, 
P(F,)z ,,‘I,, (P(WP(..,i i! (l-tY)*“-P(%,) c 2a 
,=-I - 
I 
I’ t’h 
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By (2.2),x, _, P(F,)=a, so thatI, _, P(F,,)=morC,_, P(&+,)=a. Now note 
that F2k,, , l&+2, . . , are independent events, as are FIkf,+, , F2k,,+3,. . , for some 
k,)2 1. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let X, , X,, . , be a sequence of independent exponential 
random variables with unit mean. For n 3 1 define 
e(n)=max(X,,. ..,X,), e*(n)=min(X,,...,X,) 
and 
g(n)=X,+...+X,,. 
Also, let h(n, p) denote a random variable having a Binomial (n, p) distribution. 
Suppose 0 < F < 1. By Theorem 1 of Bahadur and Ranga Rao (1960), 
P{g(n)<(l-A)n}si(l-h)“exp(An), e<h<l and n>n,. 0.7) 
From standard arguments using moment generating functions we have for n 3 1, 
P{g(n)>(l+A)n}~(l+A)“exp(-An), A>O, (2.8) 
and 
P{b(n, p) > An> +)‘(f_P)‘PA): p<A<l. (2.9) 
As mentioned in Section 1, e(a, + l)/g(a,, + 1) and A,, are identically distributed. 
Let c,, = (a,, + l)/log n. There exists a positive sequence of _v,,‘s for which 
PiA,, s k,(c,)l(a,, + 1)) 
= P 
1 
e(a,, + 1) ~ Iog(y,, -expl-l/c,,]) 
s(a,,+l) (4 + 1) log Y,, 1 
2 P{-logy,,~e*(u,,+1)~e(u,,+1)~-log(y,,-exp(-l/c,,))} 
==(l-(y,,-exp{-l/c,,})-(l-y,))“,~” 
= l/n. (2.10) 
Since c,, is bounded, A( c,,) > E for some positive E and all n 2 1. If c,, 2 x/, then, if 
n is sufficiently large, a,, > n,. and by (2.7), 
PIA,,~hz(c,,)/(a,,+l)} 
~~{e(a,+l)~~Z(c,,)(l-A(c,,))}-~{g(~,+l)~(l-A(c,))(~,,+l)} 
~(l-exp{-h,(c,)(1-A(c,,))})“~~~‘-~(l-A(c,,))”~~~‘exp{A(c,)(u,,+1)} 
= 1/(2n). (2.11) 
Now, let k(n) = [ Mn log n] where M > 0 is such that A,(,,, Akc2), . . . , are indepen- 
dent. By (2.10) and (2.11), C,, P{A,,,,,~h(c,,,,)/(~~(,,+l)}=a;, and (1.5) follows. 
We now prove (1.6). Let c(n) denote the sample median (the [$(n + l)]th ordered 
value) corresponding to X,, . . . , X,,. Define n’=(l-F)C, and P,.,, = 
PiA,, ~.fi(n’)l(u, + 1)). BY (2.8), 
P,,,, = P{e(u,, + 1) ~.fi(n’)g(un + l)l(u,, + 1)) 
s P~e(u,,+l)~(l+~(~‘)),f,(~‘)~+P~g(u,,+l)~(l+~(~’))(u,,+l)~ 
~(l-exp{-(l+~(n’)rfi(n’)})“~~” 
+(l+Y(n’))“,‘+ expi-(4, + l)r(n’)) 
= (exp{-l/n’})“,,+’ +exp{(u,, + l)Uog(l+ An’)) - An’))) 
=2n~l/“b’ I 
BY (2.9), 
P{~(u,,+1)>cu(n’)}~P{h(u,,+1,exp{-a(n’)})~~(u,,+1)}~n~~““~”. 
(2.12) 
Now, for any 130 we have 
P~e(a,,+1)~5(~,,+l)+P(~~‘)lS(~,,+l)= t) 
s (1 -exp{_p(;n’)})‘“j>+“Q< nm’(‘m” 
so that 
P{e(u,+l)<~(u,,+l)+~(~n’)}~n~“” “. (2.13) 
Define Pz,, = P{Ar, <,f;(n’)/(u,+ l)}. Since g(n)~~n(~(n)+e(n)), it follows from 
(2.12) and (2.13) that 
P2.,,=P14u,,+l)<f;(n’)g(u,,+l)/(u,,+l)I 
s P e(u,,+l)<~(u,,+l)+ 
i ( .f,w(%+l)_~(u +1) 2-f;(n’) _ ” >) 
C P e(u,,+l)<~(u,,+l)+ 
1 ( 
.fi(n’)~(n’) 
2-f;(n’) -cu(n’) )I 
+ P{5(4 + 1) > a( 
C2n ,,‘(I *I 
Thus, C,, (P ,,,, +P?.,,)<a and (1.6) follows. 0 
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